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ABSTRACT 

The research was designed first to assess the dimensionality.of 

experiences associated with several laboratory stressors through multi-

dimensional and unidimensional scaling. Five dimensions emerged from 

the multidimensional successive intervals analysis with the first two 

dimensions significantly related to stress. A points-of-view analysis 

revealed one multidimensional space for all subjects. On the basis of 

their scale values, slides of homicide victims and slides of upside-down, 

undergraduate males were selected for the second study as stressor and 

non-stressor stimuli, respectively. 

In the second phase of research, discriminant functions of 

physiological, behavioral and subjective measures of stress response, 

minimizing overlap between stressed and non-stressed Ss, were derived 

for a total sample consisting of males and females with additional 

functions derived separately for each sex. The resulting discriminant 

functions indicated differing multivariate responses between sexes with 

generally greater discriminant contributions from subjective and 

behavioral indices for females than for males. The main physiological 

contributor to separation between subjects exposed to the stressor and 

those.exposed to the non-stressor was frontalis muscle tension for 

females while electrodermal and cardiac responses were the prime physio-

logical contributors for the males. The Subjective Stress Scale 

exceeded all other measures in contribution to each discriminant function. 
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1. 

I. Introduction 

The problem of stress as a focal area of research in psychology 

appears to have commanded the attention of psychologists at an accelerated 

rate in recent years. Part of the apparent zeal in stress research may 

be a result of a rearrangement of the nomenclature of research topics. 

In commenting on the current state of investigation of stress, Cofer and 

Appley (1964) have stated: 

It is as though when the word stress came into vogue, each 
investigator, who had been working with a concept he felt was 
closely related, substituted the word stress for it and 
continued in his same line of investigation (p. 449). 

Perhaps increased concentration of research efforts on stress had 

its early beginnings with Beecher's astute observations of soldiers' 

reactions to battle stress and injury during World War 1,1 (cf. Beecher, 

1957). Impetus to the trend of increasing stress research was added by 

Selye's work in outlining the response boundaries defining "systematic" 

stress--the communality in reactions to diverse stressing agents 

(cf. Selye, 1959). 

Despite the current quantity of stress research, some important 

substantive and methodological issues have remained unresolved. In 

reporting on a recent conference on stress, McGrath (1970a) commented: 

There may be many kinds of stress rather than one. Furthermore, 
our techniques for measuring stress and its effects are as yet 
crude, far less advanced, for example, than our ability to 
measure intelligence, or attitudes or perceptual skills (p. 3). 

McGrath has pointed out that methodological procedures equal to the 

complexity of the phenomenon under investigation are indispensable. 

Among other requisites, McGrath (1970b) has cited the necessity of 
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"multiple measures of stress within a study (p. 53)" and has noted the 

need for a method 

stimuli typically 

Coupled with 

of quantifying the stress-relevant.dimensions of 

functioning as stressors. 

an increased awareness of the complexity of the 

phenomenon of stress has been the increasing consideration of emotion, 

mood, etc., as "multidimensional" entities. Emotionality has been 

described as a multivariate dimension of behavior (Royce, Carran & Howarth, 

1970), affects or moods as multidimensional rather than unidimensional 

(Lazarus, 1967, p. 360), and negative affect as multifactorial (Barton, 

Cattell & Conner, in press; Cattell & Bartlett, 1971). 

Problems associated with the subjective correlates of physical events 

have traditionally been attacked by mapping units of input (stimulus 

properties) to units of effect (response). McGrath has proposed the 

possibility of an analogous effort--a "psychophysics of reaction to stress 

He has pointed out, however, that the psychophysicist of (p. 53)." 

reactions to stress must consider several variables including learning, 

adaptation, and individual-difference effects. 

One of the purposes of the.research undertaken here was to estimate 

the nature of the configuration of multivariate responses ("somatic," 

"behavioral" and "cognitive") to stimuli associated with stress. 

Moreover, the plan of the present research was analogous toclassical 

multiple regression. An estimate of the configuration of a set of 

"predictor" responses (somatic, behavioral and cognitive) carrying a 

relationship to the criterion of stress was sought. The research 

proceeded in two phases. Each side of the multiple regression equation 

was dealt with sequentially. The first step was an analysis dealing 
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with variation in stress as the criterion. The second step was an 

analysis of the variables allocated to the predictor side of the equation-

measures likely to be related to the criterion. 

If variation in stress is to become a predicted criterion, it would 

seem that appraisal of variationin stress-inducing properties of a 

selection of stimuli potentially representing each side of a stressor-

non-stressor classification, may provide information helpful in estab-

lishing the criterion. 



II. Taxonomy of Stimuli: Problems in Assessing Stressors 

In a lucid outline of possible processes associated with stress, 

Kahn (1970) has postulated: 

The sequence of events which is of interest to the stress researcher 
begins in the environment, with a demand of some sort which the 
environment is placing upon some system which it contains (usually 
either an individual or an organization)... 

The next stage of interest is whether that demand is received 
by or recognized by, the unit on which it is being made... 
Then, there is further question of how the unit responds 
immediately. To describe such responses adequately may take us 
through many categories of variables--physiological, behavioral, 
affective or emotional, and so on (pp. 98,. 99). 

The outline by Kahn underscores the importance of the role of the 

subject's perception of the stress-relevant agent of the stimulus or 

stimulus complex (environment) in the generation of stress. Lazarus 

and Averill (in press) have also designated the individual's judgments 

about the stimulus situation in relation to adequacy of available forms 

of coping as playing a key role in the chain of events associated with 

stress. The above suggestions imply that the occurrence of stress is 

intrinsically bound to events in the organism isomorphically associated 

with certain dimensions (possibly labeled "demands" or "signals of harm") 

of stimuli attendant to that occurrence and that monitoring events 

typically occurring in organisms exposed to a stimulus may be an 

important aid in deciding whether or not to classify that stimulus as a 

stressor. . 

One method of estimating the stressor properties of stimuli is to 

have judges assign values according to the subjective dimension of stress. 

A theoretical model, such as that employed in the method of successive-

interval scaling (Torgerson, 1958), might then be used in computing 
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scale values of stress for the stimuli. Although an estimate may thus 

be obtained with regard to psychological properties of partictilar interest 

to the stress researcher, there is no guarantee that the experience 

instigated by exposure to that stimulus does not imply psychological 

events extraneous to the construct under investigation. Furthermore, it 

may be that stability in the dimensionality of the experience typically 

instigated by a suspected stressor may be vulnerable to changes in 

laboratory settings and fine procedural nuances (Averill, 01brich & 

Lazarus, 1972). 

It would appear that a method of estimating -psychological properties 

of stimulus confrontation as a multidimensional rather than unidimensional 

experience might be in order. In addition, it would seem that the 

estimates should be obtained under circumstances resembling those 

circumstances under which stimuli are to be subsequently used. Moreover, 

the selected method should permit identification of those dimensions of 

the multidimensional experiences associated with the construct under 

investigation and the saliency of these dimensions relative to the 

extraneous dimensions. In Kahn's (1970) terminology, how important 

are received demand (stress relevant) aspects of the experience relative 

to other aspects? An evaluation of the degree to which the estimated 

multidimensional experience, obtained from a sample of judges, typifies 

the experiences of individuals in the sample would also appear desirable. 

Such a procedure would amount to evaluating the variance of the multi-

dimensional experiences associated with the important variable of 

individual differences (McGrath, 1970d, p. 350). 
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III. Some Concomitants of Stimulus Presentation: 
A Multidimensional Scaling Approach 

The use of scaling techniques (unidimensional and multidimensional) 

to map experiences instigated by stimuli of research interest depends 

mainly on verbal report. As Kahn (1970) says: 

The problem of measuring received demand is a difficulty which 
goes with the postulation of any intrapsychic process. We 
can only infer the existence of a certain pattern of received 
demands, and the only thing from which we can make this inference 
is the behavior, verbal and nonverbal, which a person performs... 

(p. 99). 

The method of multidimensional-successive-intervals scaling was 

used in the present study and employed verbal report of similarity of 

experiences of a selection of stimuli. The scaling procedures have 

been described concisely by Lay and Jackson (1969) as follows: 

The procedures first entail the obtaining of judgments of 
similarity or difference between pairs of stimuli. Secondly, 
a matrix of relative distances between all possible stimulus 
pairs is constructed, which is designed to meet assumptions of 
ratio measurement by transforming the relative distances to absolute 
distances by solving for an additive constant. Finally, 
characteristic roots and vectors are extracted from a matrix of 
scalar products based on the interpoint distances and axes are 
rotated to provide for greater interpretability. The distances 
between stimuli are thus represented in an Euclidian space, the 
dimensionality of which corresponds to the number of ways the 
stimuli are seen to differ. The points in the space represent 
the stimuli, and their projections on obtained dimensions are 
scale values for the various attributes. The mutual distances 
among the points correspond to the psychological distances between 
the stimuli (p. 12). 

Distances have been determined by experimental methods including equal-

appearing intervals, the method of tetradal judgments, the method of 

triadic combinations as well as the method of success intervals 

(Torgerson, 1958). The comparability of results from multidimensional 

successive intervals to those from more cumbersome methods, has been 
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empirically validated by Messick (1956). "Nonmetric" approaches have 

also been developed, to retrieve the meIric components of inter-stimulus 

distances and the penetrance of the stimuli into multidimensional space, 

from categorical, usually, ordinal, judgments (Beals, Krantz & Tversky, 

1968; Kruskal, 1964a; 1964b; Lingoes, 1966; Shepard, 1962; 

Torgerson, 1965). 

The correspondence of dimensions obtained through multidimensional 

scaling to quantifiable physical dimensions from diverse stimuli including 

simple forms (Silver, Landis &Messick, 1966), color cards (Torgerson, 

1951) and lithographic type (Akinori & Yoshiko, 1971) have been striking. 

Such correspondence has encouraged the fruitful extension of the 

technique into areas of unknown dimensionality including the perception 

of others' attitudes and interests (Abelson, 1954; Boyd & Jackson, 1967; 

Jackson, Verden & King, 1964; Messick, 1954, 1956b; Neufeld, 1972), 

transmitted personality traits (Boyd & Jackson, 1967; Jackson, Messick 

& Solley, 1957; Lay & Jackson, 1969) and stereotypes of political figures 

(Messick, 1961). Torgerson (1958) has stated that ". -. the primary 

contributions of multidimensional scaling would seem to be in those areas 

where the separate dimensions are not only not obvious to the subject but 

also not even known to the experimenter... (p. 254)" Jackson and 

Messick (1963) have underscored this notion by contending that ". -. where 

interest is primarily in mapping the stimulus domain, the model (multi-

dimensional successive intervals) should prove quite satisfactory as long 

as the scaling assumptions are met (p. 4)." Because the subject is not 

directed toward any specific dimension of the attribute being judged, he 

is free to be influenced bywhat for him are the more salient dimensions. 
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No restrictionis placed upon the number of dimensions participating in 

the judgments and the configuration of judged objects in relation to the 

dimensions is in no way prespecified. These properties make the method 

appealing for estimating the nature of experiences of multiple but 

relatively unmapped dimensionality. 

In multidimensional scaling, a multidimensional geometric space is 

invoked as a conceptual "backdrop" to guide computations of the 

coordinates of the objects on a set of vectors spanning the judgment 

space. Hence, consideration should be given to the appropriate 

geometric space model for the judgment domain under investigation. 

Torgerson (1958) has pointed out that little attention has been given to 

space models other than Attneave's (1950) additive "city block" model and 

the Euclidean space model1. Torgerson (1958) has outlined a conceptual 

framework relating to certain features of the judged entities and to the 

relative appropriateness of the Euclidean and additive models. He has 

distinguished between "stimuli differing on several attributes" and 

complex attributes of multiple dimensionality. To illustrate--a set of 

words might be considered stimuli with many attributes including meaning, 

1 
If distance between 2 stimuli, j and k, as expressed in terms of 

orthogonal dimensions am (m = 1, 2, ..., r), is written 

r p 1/p 

djk = [ Jaj_a ] 
M__ 1 

p = 2 would denote the Euclidean model while p = 1 would denote the 
city-block model. The Pythagorean theorem, 

djk - alakl) + (a2-ak2) 2 

is a case in point where p = 2 and r = 2. 



number of letters, pages apart in the dictionary, etc. Judgments can be 

made in relation to all of these attributes or in relation to a 

particular complex attribute, such as meaning, with several possible 

dimensions. When judgments have been directed to a particular 

attribute of unrestricted dimensionality, results are relevant to what 

Torgerson (1958, p. 249) has termed a "selected domain." He has 

suggested employing the Euclidean model when specific properties of 

judged items are not singularly obvious to judges--a case usually typified 

by judgments directed to a complex attribute of stimuli. In Torerson' 

(1965) words, the Euclidean model seems to be more appropriate unless: 

a set of attributes are the primitive or obvious or basic 
features (and it is) easier to judge each attribute separately , 
than it is to form the over-all judgment of similarity (p. 382). 

For the present purposes, a multi-attributestimulus might be 

replaced with consideration of an event--confrontation of a stimulus. 

Attributes of the event might include physical damage to the stimulus (if 

an irate subject assaults it), the occurrence of stimulus-associated 

impingements on the subject's sense receptors, increase in the subject's 

wealth due to payment for exposing himself to the stimulus, increased 

observation of the subject by interested parties, i.e. experimenters, and 

variation in the subject's ongoing experience as a result of perceiving 

the stimulus. Schematically, Figure 1 presents the framework for the 

first part of the current investigation. The rectangle outlines the 

focus of interest--a selected domain represented by the experiential 

component of exposure to stimuli. Because subjective experience would 

appear to be a multidimensional attribute of stimulus exposure and as 

individual dimensions of the attribute are not likely to be obvious to 
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the subject or to the experimenter, an Euclidean geometric model was 

employed for the scaling study undertaken here. 

A consideration, when extending a technique such as multidimensional 

scaling, to a domain such as stress is the amenability of entities in the 

domain to the type of descriptors associated with the technique. For 

example, Beals et al. (1968) have discussed the concept of continuity 

of psychological space. As they say: 

One extreme view is that since the actual stimuli scaled are 
discrete,. the continuity assumption should be abandoned 
altogether. This conclusion, however, is a bit hasty. 
Moreover it is incompatible with actual scientific practice. 
The numerous fruitful applications of continuous mathematics 
to discrete systems in the various branches of physics serve 
as examples. A second, more moderate view is that an axiom 
such as the continuity of the psychological space is apt to 
be applied to a sufficiently high degree of approximation in 
some but not all contexts. One may be tempted to argue that 
the continuity is applicable to color spaces but not to semantic 
spaces. Still a third view is that continuity should be 
interpreted as a property of the system in which the data are 
embedded rather than as a property of the data. According to 
this view it is semantic space that is continuous and not the 
set of words that are embedded th it. The reader may choose 
his own interpretation (pp. 130-131). 

According to Beals et al., the property of strict continuity as applied 

to objects of judgment is not a necessary requirement for the valid 

application of geometric space concepts employed in multidimensional 

scaling. 

As admonitions about the contribution of individual differences to 

the effects of stressors have been issued (e.g. McGrath, 1970b) some 

method of monitoring variation in multidimensional experiences from one 

subject to the next would seem desirable. Such a method would be 

tantamount to establishing the validity of the multidimensional space 

based on the collective data from all subjects for specific individuals 
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or sub-groups of individuals in the sample. The individual-differences 

procedures for multidimensional scaling, developed by Tucker and Messick 

(1963), can be used to provide such information. Although the method 

is applicable to any set of data where distance estimates have been 

provided from a sample of judges, Tucker and Messick have discussed the 

requirements their method meets with particular reference to the study 

of perception: 

It would be desirable, then, to develop a procedure for 
uncovering differential perceptual spaces that does not 
require prior sorting of individuals into sub-groups on the 
basis of variables presumed to differentiate between perceptual 
structures, but one that would instead indicate the variety 
of individual perceptual structures represented in the total 
group. A technique is thereby required that would first 
isolate empirically any consistent individual viewpoints 
about stimulus differences and would then provide for the 
derivation of separate multidimensional spaces for each 
viewpoint (p. 334). 

Several alternatives are available for labeling the vectors 

spanning the judgment space. A common method, extrapolated from factor 

analysis, is to label the dimension by th& configuration of its stimulus 

coordinates. "Marker" stimuli of known dimensionality might be 

employed. A second method is to compare the stimulus coordinates to 

scale values of the stimuli on quantifiable physical dimensions, e.g. 

the perimeters of simple forms divided by their areas (Silver et al., 

1966) or the saturation and brightness of color cards (Torgerson, 

1951). An additional method, the one used in the present study, 

consists of comparison of stimulus coordinates to scale values of stimuli 

obtained through unidimensional scaling with the dimensions prespecified. 

Landis, Silver, Jones and Messick (1967) labeled rotated vectors according 

to independently-judged dimensions of problem similarity accounting for 
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a significant amount of variance of the ordinal aspects of problem-

stimuli coordinates. Lay and Jackson (1969) evaluated rotated vectors 

on the basis of variance in the metric aspects of personality-statement 

coordinate data accounted for by equal-appearing-interval scale values 

of "social desirability." When using this latter method, it may be 

well to note that multidimensional 

estimated distance configurations, 

analysis (Tucker & Messick; 1963), 

spaces obtained from differing 

as revealed by an individual-differences 

may still be similar with regard to 

the number and saliency of participant dimensions. Idiosyncracies in 

the configuration of judged entities on single dimensions (Messick, 1960), 

rather than a change in constituent dimensions participating in similarity 

judgments, might be at the root of variance among subsets of distance 

configurations. Therefore, when a mu1tidimenional space is specific tb 

a subsample of Ss, the possibility of retrieving theundimensionial. 

configuration of judged entities for that particular subsample would seem 

necessary for valid assessment of: the dimensions obtained front its 

similarity judgments 

The first phase of research, then, was aimed at assess irg the 

effects of stimulus presentation according to "subjective response 

patterns" based on the configuration of distance estimates. .,The method 

selected for assessing subjective responses may be seen to have the 

feature of reducing circularity. That is, inferences about stimulus 

properties associated with stress do not depend upon measures identical 

or highly similar to the very measures, e.g. G.S.R. and adjective check 

lists, whose construct validity (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955) often rests in 

large part on their behavior in the presence of the stimuli they themselves 

have assessed. 
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IV. Experiment •I 

Method. 

Subjects  

Subjects (Ss) for the first experiment were 30 paid undergraduates 

ranging in age between 17 and 21 and enrolled in introductory psychology 

courses at the University of Calgary during the 1970-71 winter session. 

Stimuli 

Ten stimuli were selected-for assessment. Five, described below, 

have been previously used as stressors. 

1. Threat of electric shock: 

The S was informed that a light on a panel in front of him would 

signal an electric shock to be delivered by surface electrodes attached 

to the inner right forearm. The shock was to occur 10 to 20 seconds 

after light onset. Information about intensity and time of shock onset 

was withheld in an attempt to accent the threatening properties -of the 

situation (D'Amato & Gumenik, 1960; Jones, Bantler & Petry, 1966; 

Lockhard, 1963; Pervin, 1963). The shock, 150 volts for .5 seconds, 

was delivered 15 seconds after the signal. 

2. White noise: 

Pulsed white noise of 90 decibels was presented to S for 90 

seconds. The noise, originating from a Grason-Staddler white-noise 

generator, was transmitted through a set of Maicb head phones. White 

noise has been-previously used with both normal and abnormal populations 

(e.g. van Zoost & McNulty, 1971; Walters & Amoroso, 1967). - 
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3. Aboriginal puberty-rite film: 

Part of the silent black-and-white film, "Subincision," depicts a 

crude operation involving genital inèisions of male adolescents by tribe 

elders using sharp stones. A brief preparatory ritual precedes each 

operation. Two such operations were presented. The sequence lasted 

approximately 5 minutes. The film made its psychological debut in the 

laboratories of Lazarus and his coworkers in 1962 (Lazarus, Spiesman, 

Mordkoff & Davison, 1962). It has since, been used as a method of 

inducing threat in experimental settings (Glass, Gordon & Henchy, 1970; 

Lazarus & Alfert, 1964; Spiesman, Lazarus, Mordkoff & Davison, 1964). 

4. Woodworking shop safety film: 

A section of the black-and-white film, "It Didn't have to Happen," 

portrays a wood-working accident' with the victim impaled in the abdomen 

by a board. The victim writhes on the shop floor, the board, accompanied 

by entrails, protruding from his back. The sequence leading up to the 

accident and the accident itself lasted about 5 minutes. The film has 

served as a stressor in several studies (Alfert, 1966; Davidson & 

Hiebert, 1971; Folkins, Lawson, Opton & Lazarus, 1968; Lazarus, Opton, 

Nomikos & Rankin, 1965; Nomikos, Opton, Averill & Lazarus, 1968; 

Roessler & Collins, 1970). 

5. Slides of homicide victims: 

Five slides of homicide victims, obtained from the police' department 

of a large Canadian city, were projected onto a screen 7 feet in front 

of S. The slides were unretouched colored photographs of the victims 

at the scene of the crime or "on the slab" at the morgue. Blood and 

other evidence of trauma typified the scenes. As with the other stimuli 
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consisting of slides, described below, a) image size was approximately 

3 feet by 4 feet; b) slides were projected for 15 seconds with inter-

trial intervals varying randomly and ranging- from 17 to 23 seconds with 

a mean of 20 seconds; c) order of the slides was randomized separately 

for each S; and d) the set of slides was preceded by two neutral slides 

of household items. 

Slides of bodies having suffered violent death have been used as 

aversive stimuli by Campos and Johnson (1967), Craig and Wood (1971), 

Hare, Wood, Britain and Frazelle (1971), Hare, Wood, Britain and Shadman 

(1971), Geer (1968), and Geer and Klein (1969). 

The other 5 stimuli, described below, were included to bring out 

possible dimensions of experiences of the stressor stimuli and were 

considered "marker" stimuli. The exact dimensions demarcated by each 

marker were not specified a priori, however it was felt that the selection 

might permit the emergence of dimensions conceivably embedded in the 

stressor-linked experiences. Examples of candidates for retrieval in 

the analysis might be such things as boredom, vigilance, "directness' 

versus "vicariousness" of the experiences, and pleasure. The selected 

stimuli are described below. - 

1. Household items: - - ,- - 

Five slides of everyday household items, e.g. a pen, a cup, a match 

box, etc., were projected onto a screen in front of S. 

2. Nudes: - 

Five color slides, each slide, displaying male and female-frontal 

nudity, were projected onto a screen in -front of S. 
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3. Relaxation instructions: 

A relaxation tape adapted from one by Lazarus and Abrãmovitz (1962), 

based on Wolpe's systematic desensitization techniques, was heard through 

earphones. 

4. Odd scenes: 

Five slides of "murals," e.g. two men jogging over an automobile 

with a city skyline in the background, a man in a military uniform with 

a baby's face and an airplane on his head, etc., were presented. 

5. Upside-down males. 

Five slides of male undergraduates, bare from the waist up, were 

projected upside-down onto the screen in front of S. 

Procedure 

There were two phases to the procedure. The first consisted of 

familiarizing Ss with the objects of judgment by providing exposure to 

the ten stimuli. During stimulus presentation, a partition separated 

S from  operating the apparatuses required for stimulus administration. 

The second phase consisted of obtaining judgments from the Ss required 

for scaling. 

As pointed out previously, to permit distinction between stress 

and non-stress dimensions, the method of scaling stimuli unidimensionally, 

with regard to elicitation of stress, was employed. 

Several investigators (Bowers, 1971; Craig & Wood, 1971; Geer & 

Klein, 1969; Hare, Wood, Britain & Frazelle, 1971; Hare, Wood, Britain 

& Shadman, 1971) have recently reported physiological events presumed to 
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indicate orienting or attention2 (Sokolov; 1963) accompanying the 

exposure of Ss to aversive stimuli. In the present study, to afford the 

screening of stress-linked dimensions for coexistent correlation with 

attention, stimuli were also scaled along the dimension of attention-

eliciting properties. Hence, each S provided both multidimensional and 

unidimensional. data. The attention and stress ratings always followed 

the similarity ratings in order to prevent sensitizing Ss to any 

particular aspect of the psychological experiences of the stimuli. 

Each S was informed that the experiment had .to do with judgments 

about several psychological stimuli. The S was informed that a series 

of stimuli would be presented first and a questionnaire about the 

stimuli would follow. Permission was given for withdrawal from the 

experiment at any time, if the S so desired. 

Each stimulus or set of discrete stimuli (in the case of the sets 

of slides) took approximately 5 minutes for presentation. Approximately 

3 minutes elapsed between the offset of each stimulus and the introduction 

of the ensuing stimulus. The E introduced the stimuli by informing the 

S about the content, in the cases of the films and slides or about the 

nature of the direct stimuli in the cases of the electric shock threat, 

the relaxation instructions and the white noise. Order of presenting 

the stimuli was randomized independently for each S. 

A 25-year-èld female, naive about the purpose of the experiment, 

served as the experimenter. 

2 
Graham and Clifton (1966) have pointed out that although attention and 

orienting are not necessarily identical processes, they share acritical 
component insofar as physiological (especially cardiac) changes. are 
concerned--increased sensitivity to environmental inputs. 
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Judgments 

Each stimulus was paired wtth each other stimulus rendering a total 

of 45 stimulus pairs to be rated for similarity. A booklet containing 

the 45 randomly-ordered stimulus pairs was used to obtain the judgments.. 

Each stimulus was represented by a label,, the labels and the stimulus or 

stimulus sets to. which they referred being listed for reference on a 

separate sheet at the beginning of the booklet. Subjects were 

encouraged to refer to the sheet as often as they needed to during their 

ratings. Labels for the' stimuli designated specific aspectsof the 

presentation--the impaling of the victim for the "shop-accident film," 

waiting for the electric shock to come after the warning light for the 

"electric shock threat," listening to and following the relaxation-

instruction tape toward the end of the instructions, listening' to the 

white noise, watching the aborigine subincisions, and watching the 

slides for the respective sets of slide stimuli. 

The Ss were instructed to rate the pairs with regard to similarity 

of experiences instigated by the stimuli on a 9-point scale ranging from 

"extremely similar (1)" to "extremely dissimilar (9)." AfterSs had. 

completed their similarity ratings, they were instructed to rate the 

stimuli with regard to capability of eliciting stress on a 9-point 

scale ranging from "absolutely no stress (1)" to "extremestress (9)." 

The Ss were also requested to rate the stimuli for attention-eliciting 

capabilities, again on a 9-point scale. Instructions included 

encouragement for Ss to refer totheir own experiences of the stimuli 

when making all ratings.  
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The order of the stress and attention rating tasks was randomized 

separately for each S. Sequence of the 10 stress and the 10 attention 

ratings was randomized within each task, however both tasks always 

followed the similarity ratings. 

The similarity data was analyzed3 according to the method of multi-

dimensional successive intervals (Messick, 1956; Torgerson, 1958). 

Distances between stimuli were estimated by first establishing successive-

interval scale values of similarity for the pairs of stimuli (Torgerson, 

1958, pp. 238-240). Thus, a matrix of comparative distances was 

obtained. In order to convert the comparative distances to absolute 

distances required by the Euclidean geometric space model, an additive 

constant of 1.078 was obtained using Messick and Abelson's (1956) 

procedure. The matrix of absolute distances was then converted to a 

matrix of scalar products between the points referred to the centroid of 

all the points. 4 This matrix was then factor analyzed (principal 

component solution with rotation to Kaiser's Varimax criterion) to obtain 

the dimensions with their stimulus coordinates--the eigenvectors of the 

matrix. 

Data analysis was facilitated by a computer program for multidimensional 
scaling written , by Dr. J. E. Boyd of the University of Calgary's 
Department of Psychology. 

The element b 3 of the matrix of scalar products is analogous to 
correlation if correlation between variables j and k is considered the 
product of their communality vectors times the cosine of angular 
separation between the 2 vectors: rJk = aakCos.Ok. 

In the multidimensional scaling matrix of scalar products, a and a 
correspond respectively to the distances of objects j and k from the 
origin of a coordinate system translated to the original centroid of the 
stimuli. In this sense, the b.k's might be considered coefficients of 
"closeness" rather than distance. 
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The raw stress and attention ratings were submitted to separate 

variance analyses before being subjected to successive-intervals scaling 

procedures. The Tucker and Messick (1963) points-of-view procedure was 

employed to assess the generalizability of results from the multidimensional 

successive intervals scaling to the sample's constituent Ss. This 

procedure consisted of constructing a matrix P = X'X, whereX = •the niatrix 

of distance estimates of order 45, the number of stimulus pairs, by 30 = N, 

the number of judges. An r x r diagonal matrix Tr2 was constructed with 

the eigenvalues of P, where r was the rank of P. An r  N matrix, Wr 

contained eigenvectors of the elements of Tr  as rows. Finally, an 

r x 30 matrix, A = TrWr, provided row vectors corresponding to 'consistent 

points of view in the similarity judgments. Each vector coordinate 

represented the predominance of the corresponding viewpoint fot a judge. 
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V. Results 

Results of the preliminary analysis on the number of viewpoint 

dimensions operating in the multidimensional scaling, presented in Figure 

2, revealed that one viewpoint was operational in the judgments. 

Figure 2 displays the eigenvaluesof the viewpoint dimensions. Values 

distributed along the approximate least-squares line at the bottom of 

the figure represent what Silver et al. (1966) have designated as "noise 

roots." They have 'pointed out that "noise roots are those which are 

relatively small and for which the successive differences in roots have 

stabilized at some small value (p. 65)." Real roots are those that 

fall above such a line as shown in Figure 2. 

Inspection of the matrix A showing the distribution of S's loadings 

among the viewpoints revealed that all Ss loaded highest on the first 

dimension of viewpoint. Employing a criterion for group assignment, based 

on the predominant viewpoint for each S as used by Landis et al. (1967) 

and by Silver et al. (1966), all 30 Ss would have been assigned to the 

same viewpoint group. Further inspection of matrix A revealed that, in 

agreement with.Figure.-2, the first viewpoint was relatively "uadilud" 

as'loadings on remaining viewpàint dimensions tended to be small. 

Only 1 S had an appreciable loading 'on a second viewpoint dimension 

although it was still slightly lower than the absolute loading on the 

first dimension (-38.99 versus 39.92). Taken together, these results 

indicated the validity of representing the entire group of judges, by one 

multidimensional space. , 

Before undertaking successive-intervals computations, the variance 
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of the raw unidirnénsional ratings were analyzed employing a 29 x 10 

(S by stimuli) randomized-block design5. The analysis-of-variance 

summary including Tukey's (1949) test for S x stimulus interaction is 

presented in Table I. 

Table I 

Analysis-of-'Variance Summaries 

Stress Attention 

Source 

Subjects 

Stimuli 

Residual 

Nonadditivity .25 

Remainder 

SS df MS F 

300.92 28 lO.75 

1619.63 9 179.96'l' 

723.54 252 2.87 

1 

723.29 251 2.88 

SS df MS. F  

3,74* 151.72 28 5.42t 2:08* 

62.68** 836.72 9 92.97t 35,75** 

655.34 252 2.60 

<1 

654.83 251 2.61 

.5l' <1 

* p < .01 
** p < .001 
I tested with MSre idua1 

tt tested with MSremainder 

Because a diminutive component of variance may produce a significant 

F ratio given, as in this case, ,a generous helping of degrees of freedom, 

best estimates of components of variance (Endler, 1966; Endler &, Hunt, 

1966) were obtained. Estimated components and proportions of the 

components' sum are presented in Table II. 

One of the 30 Ssneg1ected to complete the stress and attention ratings. 
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Table Ii 

Proportions of Variance of Unidimensional Ratings 

Stress Attention 

Source Components Proportion Components Proportion 
of of of of 

Variance Total Variance Variance Total Variance 

Subjects .281 .04 .78 .08 

Stimuli 3.11 .52 6.11 .62 

Residual 2.60 .43 2.87 

Total 5.98 1 9.76 

It appears that 38 were relatively similar both with regard to their 

unidimensional rating profiles, indicated by S x stimulus additivity, and 

their general elevation of ratings across stimuli as indicated by the 

small between-S component of variance. 

Successive-interval scale values for stimuli and category boundaries 

were computed. Successive-intervals scaling employs a hypothetical 

underlying continuum of the referent dimension--stress or attention. 

Computation of scale values does not assume equality of spaces separating 

category boundaries on the psychological continuum. The mathematical 

model and ensuing computational-procedures have been discussed at length 

by Torgerson (1958, chapter 10). 

Figures 3 and 4 display results from the successive-intervals 

analysis as well as the averages of the raw rating values for each 

stimulus. 

The multidimensional scaling procedures, outlined above, were 
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carried out on the similarity ratings. The matrix of scalar products 

computed from the matrix of absolute inter-stimulus distances based on 

the total sample was subjected to a principal components analysis. A 

rank of 5 was suggested by a plot of the eigenvalues in conjunction with 

the criterion of Silver et ãl. (1966) described above in the analysis of 

viewpoint dimensions. The eigenvalues of the ünrotated dimensions are 

presented in Figure 5. The first 5 dimensions were rotated using 

Kaiser's Varimax criterion. The rotated dimensions are presented in 

Table III. 

Table III 

Projections of Stimuli on Rotated Dimensions of Subjective Experience 

Stimuli Rotated Dimensions 

II III IV V 

Threat of Electric Shock 

Pulsed White Noise 

-.48 .64 .25 .50 1.84 

.16 -.04 1.96 -.08 -.02 

Film of Aboriginal Puberty Rite 
("Subincision") -2.33 .34 -.25 .24 .31 

Shop Safety Film 
("It Didn't have to Happen") -.98 1.29 .49 1.70 -.12 

Slides of Homicide Victims 

Slides of Household Items 

Slides of Male and Female Nudes 

Relaxation Instructions 

Slides of "Odd Scenes" 

-1.29 1.43 .10 .34 .39 

2.36 -.71 -.32 -.18 .10 

-.18 -.01 -.06 -1.80 -.36 

.32 -2.32 -.10 -.13 -.53 

1.69 -.09 -.25 .30 -.92 

Slides of Upside-Down bare-chested Males .73 -.53 -1.82 -.89 -.69  

Sum of Squares 17.43 10.43 7.70 7.40 5.39 
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Pearson product moment c'orrelations were computed between successive-

interval scale values and projections of the stimulus experiences on the' 

5 rotated dimensions. As can be seen from Table IV, stress accounted 

for a significant proportion of variance of Dimension I and Dimension II. 

Attention accounted for a significant proportion of variance of Dimension 

I. (The correlation between stress and attention scale values was 

.88, p < .01). The association between stress and the first two 

dimensions is represented in Figures 6 and 7. 

Table IV 

Pearson correlations between projections 
on rotated dimensions (Varimax) and 
successive-interval scale values of 

stress and attention 

I .11 III •IV V 

Stress -.91**' .71* .42 .49 .53 

Attention .-.89** .49 .32 .42 .26 

* p. < .05 
** p < .01 
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VI. Discussion 

It would appear that stress is an important aspect of subjective 

experiences associated with the multi-stimulus swarm used in the current 

study. Dimensions accounting for a major proportion of the inter-

stimulus distances bore a significant relationship to stress. The 

dimension significantly correlated with attention was also significantly 

related to stress. Moreover, attention did not significantly covary with 

any of the dimensions which were not significantly correlated with the 

unidimensional scale values of stress. 

The configuration of projections on the first two dimensions in 

relation to scale values of stress and attention indicated that 

experiences were seen to differ on two types of stress-related dimensions--

one attended by vigilance and one less saturated by a vigilance component. 

This result seems in keeping with reports of physiological correlates of 

attention as well as stress accompanying the onset of aversive stimuli 

(Bowers, 1971; Craig & Wood, 1971; Geer & Klein, 1969; Hare, Wood, 

Britain & Frazelle, 1968; Hare, Wood, Britain & Shadman, 1968). 

In the present study, subjective experiences were classified as 

attributes with multiple dimensions. Torgerson (1958) has pointed out 

that in many 

of a complex 

of a stimulus 

situations, a given mode of variation serving as one dimension 

attribute can subsequently itself be considered an attribute 

In the present context, stress, serving as a dimensional 

descriptor of individuals' experiences, might validly itself be 

considered as an attribute of stimulus onset and having several components. 

If, as Jackson and Messick (1963) have implied, it is possible that 
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successive-intervals scaling can result in a collapsing of dimensions, 

the present scale values of stress, although denoted as unidimensional, 

might reflect "sub-dimensions." Whereas scale values of stress 

accounted for a substantial proportion of variance on Dimensions I and II, 

stimulus-specific factors, yielding high stress scale values for white 

noise, the shop-film accident and threat of electric shock, may have been 

incompletely circumscribed by these dimensions. Speculatively, large 

projections on other dimensions (III, IV and V), unique to single 

stimuli, may be associated with stimulus-specific stress. Hence, the 

possibility is raised that divergent "types" of stressors (McGrath, 1970, 

pp. 3, 47, 350) may have subjective as well as physical reality. Taken 

together, these considerations underscore the need for caution against 

overgeneralization of inferences obtained from using any one stressor, no 

matter how rigorous the methods of selecting that stressor (McGrath, 1970d, 

p. 350). Moreover, the importance of establishing a reliable methodology, 

aimed specifically at monitoring limits of generalizability of results 

with given stressors, would seem in order. 

A commentary on the dearth of reliable behavior-personality-correlate 

relationships in the area of stress research has been recently presented 

by Averill, 01brich and Lazarus (1972). In their words: 

In our view, one reason for this (unreliability) is that any 
given personality variable accounts for only a small fraction 
of the variance in behavior. Other potential sources of 
variance include types of stimuli, the context in which they 
are embedded, the nature of the responses measured, as well 
as the interaction of these variables with each other and with 
specific attitudes, beliefs, etc., on the part of the subject... 
Primarily, it indicates the need for a change in strategy--
perhaps along the lines suggested by Endler and Hunt (1968), 
Mischel (1968), and others--which would place less emphasis on 
transituational personality dispositions and more emphasis on 
isolating the specific sources of variance operating in any 

given situation (p. 29). 
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It is tempting to speculate that certain multivariate procedures might 

prove singularly compatible with the above reorientation. For example, 

in estimating components of variance (Endler, 1966; Endler & Hunt, 1966; 

1968; Averill & Opton, 1968), one must prespecify the independent 

variables to be included in the analysis. Multidimensional scaling 

procedures, along the lines of those in the present study, may prove 

helpful in screening variables for intensive analysis by virtue of mapping 

salient dimensions from the subject's perspective. These procedures 

"accept all corners," dimension-wise, with the only restriction that they 

be couched in the subject's notion of "similarity." In addition, they 

provide information about the relative contribution of each dimension to 

the individual experiences of a multi-stimulus swarm. 

Lazarus (1967) has pointedout that "... the scaling of affect, 

particularly multidimensional affect, is a prime methodological research 

problem with which psychologists haven't spent sufficient time (p. 360)." 

The current results indicate that modern multivariate procedures may have 

a part to play in mending this methodological hiatus. 
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VII. Stressor Selection from a Stimulus Pool 

The selection of stimuli varying with regard to stressor properties 

to be used for the second study was based on a) separation on unidimensional 

scale values of stress; b) consistency of separation on those dimensions 

having a substantial proportion of variance accounted for by stress; and 

c) experimental considerations not directly connected with the normative 

data obtained from unidimensional and multidimensional scaling. 

The stimuli selected were slides of homicide victims and slides of 

upside-down, bare-chested male undergraduates. These stimuli were 

appreciably separated with regard to successive-interval scale values of 

stress. In addition, they were separated on 1) attention, significantly 

correlated with stress; 2) multidimensional scaling rotated axis I, 

significantly correlated with stress and attention; and 3) rotated axis 

II, significantly correlated with stress and not attention. 

The distance between the two stimuli can be estimated as 

= 13 2 

where aJ and a' ij = the projections on dimension i of the homicide 

victims and the upside-down males respectively. The estimate, thus 

calculated, was 3.77. The distance calculated using the subspace defined 

by the two stress-related dimensions, 

/2 2 
/E (aa'. 
i=l 

.) 

was 2.80, 75% of that employing all dimensions. The distance calculated 

from the subspace excluding the first 2 dimensions, 
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/5 
2 (a.-a'..) 

i=3 13 

was 2.52 or 67% of that using all dimensions. From these estimates, it 

would appear that dimensions significantly related to stress played an 

important role in separating subjects' experiences, upon exposure to the 

selected stimuli, in multidimensional space. 

Torgerson (1958) has pointed out that "... the position of 'a stimulus 

in (multidimensional) space corresponds to the amount or degree of the 

complex attribute possessed by the stimulus (p. 250)." Position of a 

stimulus vector can be defined in terms of both its length, or the square 

root of its penetrance, and its direction from the origin. The square 

root of the penetrance of a stimulus into "experiential space" might be 

taken as an indicant of the stimulus' "multidimensional thrust" at a 

phenomenological level. Penetrance can be estimated from the inner 

product of the stimulus' vector of dimension coordinates, Y JYJ 

where Y = 

a2 
a 3 
a. j4 
a. 

- j5_ 
, 

= the coordinate of the ith.vector with respect to stimulus j 

(i = 1, 2, ..., 5), with j = 1, 2; 1 = homicide victims and 2 = upside-

down undergraduates. The square root of the penetrance of the homicide 

victims was computed as 2.01 while that of the upside-down males was 

computed as 2.32. While these values were comparable, the stimuli tended 

to be characterized by projection in opposite directions from the origin 

including those on the stress-linked plane defined by Dimensions I and II. 

In addition to the features outlined above, the stimuli were constant 

with regard to mode of presentation and the general nature of the content, 
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both involving human bodies. For each set of slides, a new scene 

accompanied each slide onset reducing the likelihood of adaptation to 

stressor properties in the case of the homicide victims. With regard 

to slides of homicide victims, other researchers (Campos & Johnson, 

1967; Hare, Wood, Britain & Shadnian, 1971) have independently found 

that slides of mutilated bodies have been allocated by judges toward the 

"very unpleasant" end of a very-pleasant to vey-unpleasant rating 

continuum. 

On the above grounds, it appeared reasonable to expect the selected 

stimuli to differentially affect subjects, with stress incorporated into 

the principal mode of variation. 
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VIII. Configuration of Responses to a Laboratory Stressor: 
A Multivariate Estimate 

Most measures of stress can be allocated to one of three distinct 

levels of response. According to McGrath (1970c): 

One is the physiological level, having to do with body functions 
and conditions. The second is the psychological level, having 
to do with cognitive, emotional and motivational functions and 
conditions. The third can be termed behavioral; it has to do 
with (overt) responses of the organism vis a vis environmental 
settings, including both interpersonal and task behaviors (p. 65). 

McGrath notes a further distinction between behavioral measures involving 

decrement of performance on stress-irrelevant tasks, such as mirror-

tracing tasks or word-association tasks, and measures of task performance 

relevant to the stressor condition such as "learning discrimination to 

turn off shock" or "repairing a damaged radio in a military training 

situation (p. 65)." McGrath suggests that although both measures involve 

overt behavior, the former type unlike the latter type, is aimed at the 

subject's responding in the psychological rather than the behavioral 

domain. Weik (1970) has pointed to an additional set of behaviors not 

monitored for performance level but associated with reduction in stress 

through escape or through direct physical manipulation of the stressor. 

The interrelationship of measures within and between the categories 

of physiological, psychological and behavioral seems to have occupied a 

prominent role in the study of stress. The issue of divergence among 

indices (cf. Mordkoff, 1964) has been approached from several perspec-

tives. 

Some researchers have suggested that considerable covariation among 

response measures may be uncovered with improved statistical measures of 

association. Lazarus, Spiesman and Mordkoff (1963), employing an aggregate 
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type of P technique (correlation between autonomic variables taken over 

stressor film intervals, each score consisting of the average from all 

subjects) found an appreciable relationship between skin conductance and 

heart rate (r = .545). Correlations taken across occasions for 

individual subjects also rendered a sizeable average value (r = .402). 

Stepping across response domains, Mordkoff (1964) found sizeable 

relationships between physiological and subjective indices of stress when 

measures were taken across stressor film segments for individual subjects. 

An average multiple correlation as high as .516 was obtained between 

reported unpleasantness and measures of autonomic response. 

Whereas Lazarus et al. (1963) and Mordkoff (1964) demonstrated con-

siderable agreement between measures across occasions, Schnore (1959), 

employing an 0-type technique, demonstrated striking agreement between 

different occasions with regard to the level of arousal indicated by 

diverse physiological measures. Although the measures did not necessarily 

agree on a given occasion, the nature of disagreement--the relative 

positions of the measures--was consistent across occasions varying in 

both level of stress and tasks required of subjects. 

A stance proposed by Lazarus (as cited by McGrath, 1970, p. 52), is 

that divergence among measures, rather than being theoretically or methodo-

logically undesirable, may represent important sources of information 

about individual coping techniques. Divergence, in a sense, is placed 

within the framework of a configurational covariate of personality 

dynamics. 

Certain researchers (e.g. Goldstein, 1968; Teichner, 1968) might 

welcome divergence among measures as a reflection of the complex interplay 
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of sensory, autonomic and central nervous mechanisms in interchange with 

environmental factors. 

The current research frames the problem of the interaction of stress 

correlates within a methodological context of multivariate prediction 

theory. If multivariate prediction  is considered a two-phase problem 

of establishing a criterion and then predicting that criterion, the earlier 

study can be considered to have focused on stress-related stimuli in an 

attempt to estimate variation in stress as the criterion to be predicted. 

This subsequent study represents a survey of indices from physiological, 

subjective and behavioral levels of measurement as predictors of that 

criterion. This general approach might be seen to have several features. 

The most obvious is the establishing of mathematical weightings of 

predictor measures. A composite predictor--alinear combination of the 

predictor measures--represents a variable whose squared deviations from 

the predicted criterion values, when summed, are less than those of any 

other linear combination. The composite's relationship to the constituent 

measures can be analyzed for the variance in the composite accounted for 

by each constituent (Veidman, 1967, p. 272). Hence, not only can a 

suggestive mathematical weighting be advanced for researchers employing 

multiple measures, but a conceptual weighting, in terms of a tentative 

ordering of measures with regard to construct validity, can be put at the 

disposal of those researchers preferring sequential univariate analyses 

of multiple measures. 

6 Rozeboom (1966) has pointed out that, although prediction is usually 
associated with "saying in advance," the antedated event can simply be 
more conclusive information about the event rather than the event's own 
occurrence in time. 
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The need for multiple measurement procedures, underscored in recent 

works on methodology and theory in stress research (e.g. McGrath, 1970; 

Teichner, 1968) brings with it the requirement of assessing informational 

value of each measure in a pool of available measures. The multivariate 

approach which simultaneously takes into account the relationship of 

each predictor measure both to the criterion and to co-predictors, can 

provide an estimate of the minimal battery of measures required to 

adequately represent the response domain. 

A service rendered by the above type of analysis is the provision of 

opportunity to retrieve stress-relevant information afforded by observing 

a measure's behavior in a multivariate profile and lost when measures are 

isolated into separate univariate assessments (Wheeler & Reitan, 1963). 

Cooley and Lohnes (1962, Chapter 6) provide a striking example in the 

prediction of career selection. The size of an F test on religious values 

among career criterion groups was found to be trivial while religious 

values was substantially weighted as a constituent of a composite widely 

separating the groups. Explanation of the heavy weighting invoked a 

bivariate configuration as presented in Figure 8., Groups I and II differ 

negligibly on variable B. However B takes on importance byvirtue of 

its negative correlation with A. Cooley and Lohnes note that B might be 

weighted for its value in predicting group membership for those subjects 

with average values of A. Davies (1970) has algebraically dissected 

the multivariate prediction of a categorical criterion demonstrating the 

relationship of predictive efficiency to both the criterion's separation 

on single predictors and correlation among the predictors. 
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Figure 8 - 
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Methods of analyzing response patterns within a univariate 

analysis-of-variance framework have been presented by Wilson (1967). 

While such approaches have not been widely used in experimental research 

on stress (Lazarus, 1967, p. 360), factor analytic work has been under-

taken in attempts to separate stress from related constructs such as 

anxiety and fear (Cattell & Bartlett, 1971; Barton, Cattell & Conner, 

in press). In addition, factor analysis has been fruitfully employed 

to isolate components of emotionality in infra-human subjects (Poley, 

Yeudall & Royce, 1970; Royce, Carran & Howarth, 1970). From a 

regression position, Mordkoff (1964) has investigated the effects of 

varying experimental conditions, such as sex of the experimenter, on the 

multiple correlation between subjective distress and nine measures from 

three autonomic indices. 

An advantage of locating measures of stress within a multivariate 

prediction context, 

isomorphism between 

is to be considered 

as done in the present study, is that of a conceptual 

content and methodology. If manifestation of stress 

as having multiple parameters, then the representation 

of reaction to stressor onset by a multi-measure response vector may be 

in order. The concept of response vectors is not new to psychology 

(cf. Morrison, 1967; Thurstone, 1935), however its inroads into several 

branches of psychology is a fairly recent phenomenon (cf. Cattell, 1966). 
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IX. The Discriminant Function as a Model for Stress 

Rozeboom (1966) has pointed out "... 'discriminant analysis' is a 

method for estimating categorical criteria from metrical data (p. 552)." 

This property makes discriminant analysis especially appealing to the 

stress researcher having, on a priori grounds, good reason to believe that 

subjects exposed to a particular stimulus differ from other subjects 

exposed to a second stimulus with regard to level of stress, but not 

finding a discrete numerical expression of the difference readily forth-

coming. 

The discriminant function analysis results in a set of weights, which, 

when used to linearly combine the measures under consideration, produces 

a composite score. Overlap between pre-defined groups on the composite 

is minimized. The composite scores, translated into an F ratio, produce 

the maximum possible value given the obtained raw data. Equivalently, 

between-group variance is maximized relative to within-group variance. 

Insofar as the subjects in the same group can be expected to resemble 

each other more than they resemble subjects in the other group with regard 

to stress, it seems apparent that the discriminant function might be of 

value in extracting stress-relevant information from a given pool of 

measures. 

Another description of discriminant analysis employs a Baysian 

classification approach. It bears relevance to stress research provided 

a subject's membership in an experimental criterion group implies presence 

or relative absence of stress. It would be desirable that measures 

included for investigation be organized so as to identify group membership 
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with maximum efficiency (with a minimum misclassification rate using the 

given cross-section of predictors). The discriminant function can be 

derived beginning with a contrast of likelihoods of membership between 

groups 1 and 2 for a given response vector (Anderson, 1958, p. 133). 

The contrast, based on the multivariate probability density value of 

group 1 relative to that of group 2 for the given vector of predictor data 

x, can be written 

-1/2[(x 1))1 S 1 (x - 1) ) -, (xi - _(2))? S (x i M 

where x  = the vector of scores on the measures for case i; 

= a vector consisting of the average scores for group 1 or the 
centroid of group 1; 

= the centroid of group 2; 

= the inverse of the pooled variance-covariance matrix analogous 
to 1/cy2 in the univariate case. 

The preceding formula is simply a comparison of two chi 2 variates, disguised 

through expansion and rearrangement of terms, in the more convenient 

formula usually used for classification purposes, 

S - .(2) ) - 1/2 (_(l) ....(2)y s (_ (l) ....(2) ) 

Here, s 1 (-R  - 2)) = v, where v is the vector of weights for the 

respective measures in x. The left hand term varies with x, with the 

weighted sum x'v referred to the constant Ck l) + 2 )'v. Relative 

likelihood of group membership--the multivariate probability density 

values at xi--varies as the parameters of difference between x and the 

group centroids and the relevant probability density function specific to 

the groups to which xi is being referred. The discriminant function 

translates the x into group-membership-relevant values. As Rozeboom 

says: 
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this special W [where W = x'iv-lI2Cx(')--x(2))'v] abstracted 
from X1, X2, ..., X (X1, X2, ..., Xn = xi) ... fully suffices 
to preserve all that is relevant in X1, X2, ..., X for 
predicting G (group membership) (p. 558). 

A schematic representation of the discriminant function for the 

bivariate case is presented in Figure 9. The oblique line represents 

the "discriminant axis." Subjects' weighted scores define their 

positions on the axis. 

Use of the discriminant function as a model in perception was 

pioneered by Rodwan and Hake (1964; see also Hake & Rodwan, 1966; and 

Hake, 1966). They employed it as a technique of estimating the manner 

in which subjects arranged dimensions of facial features in categorizing 

faces as intelligent and non-intelligent. Subjects' judgments were 

successfully duplicated with the derived discriminant functions. 

Examples of other recent uses include description of psychiatric populations 

(Eysenck, 1960; Kendall & Gourlay, 1970; Lader, 1970) and an ingenious 

analysis of the effects of sedative drugs (Lader & Wing, 1966),. 

As outlined above, convergence of measures of stress might represent 

a welcome reduction in equivocality of the state of stress assigned to an 

individual (McGrath, 1970). Non-convergence, on the other hand, might be 

welcomed as a source of information about individual coping strategies 

(Lazarus, 1967) as well as the ebb and flow of organismic mechanisms 

underlying a molar state of stress (Goldstein, 1968; Teichner, 1968). 

For the prediction methodologist, non-convergence may not indicate an 

undesirable weakness in measurement technology as much as heralding 

orthogonality in predictive information of measures, each modestly 

associated with the predicted criterion (Davies, 1970; McNiel & Spaner, 

1971). 
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Figure 9 - Schematic representation of the cliscrim/nant 

function. 
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X. Experiment II 

Method 

Subjects  

Subjects for the second experiment were 60 paid undergraduate 

university students ranging in age between 18 and 21 and enrolled in 

introductory psychology courses during the 1971-72 winter session at the 

University of Calgary. 

Measures  

The multivariate explication of a response domain is likely to rest, 

in large part, on the calibre of the participating variates. Therefore, 

the researcher with many variates at his disposal may be well advised to 

be circumspect in recruiting his measures. 

The issue of measure selection faces the researcher from another 

angle--that of reliability of findings. Davies (1970) has noted that 

reliability of discriminant-function weights can suffer with increases in 

the number of predictor measures, especially if the measures are well 

correlated among themselves. Schmidt (1971), employing Monte Carlo 

methods, reported an optimal battery of approximately 7 measures for 

sample sizes of 50 to 75 when multiple regression weights were evaluated 

in cross-validation samples. This range in sample size encompassed the 

size of the present sample. Schmidt's findings were. relevant to dis-

criminant-function analysis because Kenny and Keeping (1939), among others, 

have pointed out that discriminant-function analysis is algebraically 

similar to multiple regression. With considerations such as these in 

mind, measures listed in Table IX were selected for the present study. 
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Table V 

Measures of Stress Response 

Behavioral Subjective Physiological 

Tracking performance 

Digit Span (Back-
wards) Performance 

Patterned Button 
Pressing 

Affect Adjective 
Check List (AACL) 
(Zuckerman, 1960) 

Anxiety Differential 
(Alexander & Husek, 
1962) 

Subjective Stress 
Scale (SSS) (Kerle 
& Bialek, 1958 as 
revised by Berkun, 
Bialek, Kern & 
Yagi, 1962) 

Heart Rate (HR) 
Skin Conductance (SC) 
Muscle Tension (MT) 
Respiration Rate (RR) 

Tracking performance has been reported to be affected by situational 

stress (Martens & Landers, 1970; Stennet, 1957) as has digit span 

(Berkun, Bialek, Kern & Yagi, 1962; Capretta & Berkun, 1962; Houston, 

1972; Kaye, Kirschner & Mandler, 1953; Moldowsky & Moldowsky, 1952). 

Whereas the tracking and digit-span tasks were obtained before and after 

stimulus onset, the patterned button pressing represented a task potentially 

reflecting psychomotor disturbance during stressor exposure. This 

measure--decrement in performance of amotor task in the presence of an 

aversive stimulus--is not dissimilar to procedures labeled as "conditioned 

suppression" extensively used to study stress reactions of infrahuman 

species (Lyon, 1968; Sachs & May, 1969). 

The Subjective Stress Scale (SSS) has received considerable use as a 

measure of subjective stress (cf. Parisen, Rich & Jackson, 1969). The 
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scale consists of 14 adjectives scaled for their association with stress. 

Scale values have been obtained from army personnel (Kerle & Bialek, 1958) 

and from surgical patients (Parisen et al., 1969). Seven of the 

adjectives were rescaled (method of successive intervals) for the current 

study with a sample of 54 students from undergraduate psychology courses 

serving as judges. The adjectives and their scale values are listed in 

Appendix I. 

Two measures of cardiac reaction to the stimuli--heart-rate increase 

and heart-rate decrease--were obtained in the light of reports of an 

impressive decelerative component to stressor onset (Craig & Wood, 1971; 

Geer, 1966; Geer & Klein, 1969; Hare et al., 1971). Heart-rate 

decrease was inserted into the discriminant function as preliminary uni-

variate analyses indicated that the only cardiac response approaching 

statistical significance (F = 3.52, df = 1,28, p < .06) was heart-rate 

decrease of male Ss. This procedure represented an attempt to 

increase the likelihood of heart rate contributing discriminant power by 

endowing the discriminant function with the most marked aspect of the 

cardiac response from the current data. 

Apparatus 

Slides were projected onto a screen 7 feet in front of S with a 

Kodak Carousel AV 900 projector with an image size of 2 feet x 3 feet. 

Physiological recording was done with a Grass Model 7 polygraph. 

Two 7 P1 preamplifiers were used in recording skin conductance (SC) and 

respiration rate (RR). A 7 P3 preamplifier with an integrator circuit 

was used for muscle potential while a 7 P4 preamplifier and cardiotacho-

meter monitored heart rate. Skin conductance electrodes covered with 
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K-Y sterile lubricant were placed on the palm and forearm of the left 

hand. Respiration was monitored with a Phipps-Byrd bellows and a Grass 

PT-5 pressure transducer. Frontalis muscle tension was recorded with 

surface electrodes placed midway between the hair-line and each eyebrow. 

A photoelectric finger plethysmograph was placed on the index finger and 

shielded with a dark cloth to prevent interference from ambient light. 

The apparatus for the tracking task consisted of a large wooden box, 

approximately 2 feet x 2 feet x 4 feet, housing a black rotating drum 

with a white irregular line traced around it. The path was visible 

through a 3" x 6" plexi-glass-covered aperture on top of the box. A 

photo-electric cell in the stylus registered time-on-target through a 

relay connected to a Stoelting timer. 

For the patterned button pressing, a Grass remote manual event marker, 

fitting into the palm of the hand, was used with the trace out displayed 

on the polygraph record. 

The 7 adjectives of the SSS were randomly ordered and displayed on 

a panel in front of S with a separate pushbutton adjacent to each 

adjective. The panel was attached to a Grass 7 DA driver amplifier such 

that the selection of each adjective could be monitored by allocation of 

a specific magnitude of pen deflection to each button. 

The S sat in a shielded room partitioned off from the E, the 

projector and the recording apparatus. An intercom was connected 

between the two rooms. 

Procedure 

Each 5, run individually, was randomly assigned to either the group 

shown a set of slides of homicide victims as a stressor (S) or the group 
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exposed to upside-down male undergraduates (NS). 

The procedure was designed to build-in an estimate of pre-S, pre-NS 

performance on each measure, thus affording a concomitant variable for 

covariance adjustment of the score taken after S, NS stimulus onset. 

The S was seated in a comfortable chair with a small desk top. The 

surface electrodes, respiration bellows and finger plethysmograph were 

then attached. The  informed S that the experiment had to do with S's 

responses on several measures while doing a task-- the task consisting of 

watching a set of slides. As in the earlier study, the S was informed 

as to the nature of the upcoming slides and opportunity given for withdrawal 

from the experiment. All Ss remained to participate. The S was then 

administered the Wechsler Adult Intelligence (W.A.I.S.) digits-backwards 

subtest and the tracking task was performed. The order of these 2 tasks 

was randomized independently for each S. A 10-second practice interval 

on the tracking task preceded a 20 second interval with proportion of time 

on target for the latter interval retained as the pre-S, pre-NS covariate. 

Performance on the digits-backwards subtest was also retained as the 

digit-span covariate. 

The S was then trained in the required button-pressing task. The 

sequence consisted of two "long" and three "short" pushes separated by a 

3-second interval. The S was verbally reinforced by .E saying "correct" 

when the proper sequence was emitted until a criterion of three correct 

patterns and intervals was met. The S was requested to perform the task 

during the slide presentation. 

Attention was then directed to the panel on the desk top in front of 

him. He was requested to interrupt his patterned pressing after each 
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slide long enough to push the button adjacent to the adjective best 

describing how he felt during the preceding slide (based on instructions 

by Berkun et al., 1962). The S then completed a booklet consisting of 

the other subjective measures--the Anxiety Differential and the Affect 

Adjective Check List (AACL) with reference to his current state. The 

order of questionnaires in the booklet was independently randomized for 

each S as they were in the post-S, post-NS booklet. The booklet was 

retained for the subsequent covariance adjustment of the post-S, post-NS 

questionnaires. A 5-minute interval followed completion of the 

questionnaires permitting calibration of the polygraph and tabulation of 

the pre-slide data. 

Prior to the onset of the slides, Ss were requested to commence the 

patterned pressing, and were reminded of the correct pattern if necessary. 

The set of 10 slides consisted of a subset of 5 neutral "habituation" 

slides of household items followed by a subset of 5 "experimental" slides 

of either homicide victims or male undergraduates bare from the waist up 

and projected upside-down. The respective sets of slides were 

identical to those described in the first study. Duration of each slide 

was 20 seconds with inter-slide intervals averaging 30 seconds and 

randomly varying between 27 and 33 seconds. The order of slides within 

each subset of 5 was randomized for each S. Physiological recording 

was continuous throughout the duration of slide presentation. Upon 

completion of the slides, S was requested to perform the tracking task 

and was again given the digits-backwards test. The order of each of 

these was randomized independently for each S. The post-stress 

completion of the questionnaires followed the behavioral tasks. The S 
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was requested to answer with reference to his watching the slides of the 

homicide victims or upside-down males. When the questionnaires had been 

completed, electrodes were removed and an informal conversation about the 

experiment took place. 

Scoring of measures 

Skin conductance 

The maximum conductance (micromnos) reached during the duration of 

each of the last 5 slides was obtained. The average of these values was 

covariance adjusted for the average maximum taken for the neutral slides. 

The score of the first neutral slide, reflecting S's orienting to the 

onset of stimuli, was not included in the covariate calculations. 

Heart rate increase and decrease, 

The average maximum rate during each of the last 5 slides was co-

variance adjusted for the average of the maximum reached during each of 

the neutral slides. A decrease estimate was obtained in the same manner 

except the minimum heart rate reached during each slide was calculated. 

Respiration rate 

The total number of complete cycles during each slide averaged over 

the last 5 slides was covariance adjusted for the average over the neutral 

slides. 

Muscle tension 

Muscle tension for each of the last 5 slides was obtained by finding 

the area under the integrated record. The average score thus obtained 

was covariance adjusted for the average over the neutral slides. 

Patterned button pressing 

The average of the total correct number of sequences taken over the 
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last 5 slides was covariance adjusted for the average over the neutral 

slides. A sequence was considered correct if it had the appropriate 

number of strokes--2 long and 3 short--following within 2.5 to 3.5 

seconds of completion of the preceding pattern. 

Subjective Stress Scale 

The scale values for the adjectives selected in response to the last 

5 slides were averaged and covariance adjusted for the average scale value 

taken over the neutral slides. 

Data analysis  

Response vectors for the individual Ss entered into the discriminant-

function analysis consisted of the covariance-adjusted scores described 

above. The linear discriminant function was computed employing all 60 

Ss. As sex differences in physiological respànses to aversive stimuli 

have previously been reported (Hare et al., 1971), separate functions 

were ,also computed for males and females with 30 Ss used for each. 

For each discriminant function, discriminant scores (d-scores)--raw 

scores linearly combined by the discriminant-function weights--were com-

puted for the Ss included in the analysis. Scores on the original data 

were then correlated with the d-scores to determine the strength of 

association between each raw variable and scores salvaging the collective 

stress-relevant information from all of the measUres. Correlations were 

also computed among the raw variates within each criterion group 

(consisting of Ss exposed to the same stimuli) and averaged in order to 

describe the within-group interrelationship among the predictors. 

Univariate Fs for the separate predictors were computed to provide a 

description of each variate's behavior in isolation. 
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XI. Results 

Because coefficients of regression differed significantly between 

sexes for some of the measures (F = 20.98, 17.77 and 9.43 for SC, MT and 

HR increase respectively, df = 1,54, all ps < .01), covariance adjustments 

were carried out separately for males and for females. All analyses were 

performed on response vectors consisting of these adjusted scores. 

Overall multivariate separation between Ss exposed to differing 

stimuli was found to be significant (Mahalanobis' (1936) D = 1.87, 

F = 4.42, df = 1,49, p < .01). Subsequent analysis revealed that this 

separation was attributable primarily to the female Ss as mu.1tivariate 

separation using the female data only was significant (D = 4.53, F = 10.45, 

df = 1,19, p < .01) but separation for male data only was not significant 

(D = 1.81, F = 1.67, df = 10,19, p = .16). Rao's test (Rao, 1952, pp. 

370-378) for significance of discriminant functions also indicated 

significant separation along the discriminant axis for females (chi2 

44.93, df = 10, p < .01) but not for males (chi2 15.16, df = 10, p = .12; 

chi 2 for combined data 34.73,df = 10, p < .01). Proportion of Ss 

correctly assigned to criterion groups, on the basis of which of two 

regions (demarcated by their discriminant-score grand mean) their dis-

criminant scores fell into, was calculated "by integrating the normal 

distribution curve between the limits -1/2 D,co (Davies, 1970., p. 175)." 

It was found to be .98 for the females, .81 for the males and .82 for the 

combined data. 

The normalized vectors of discriminant function weights are presented 

in Table VI. These functions represent a linear combination of raw 
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Table VI 

Discriminant Functions 

Females and Males (combined data) 
Discriminant Score = 
- . 01 . 01 (Tracking Performance) - . 02 (Digit Span) - . 06 (Patterned Pressing) 
-.01 (AACL Score) -.01 (Anxiety Differential Score) .+.15 (SSS Score) 
-.01 (BR) +.06 (SC) +.98 (MT) -E.01 (BR) 

Females 
Discriminant Score = 
- . 14 (Tracking Performance) - . 10 (Digit Span) - . 44 (Patterned Pressing) 
+.01 (AACL Score) - .01 (Anxiety Differential Score) +.31 (SSS Score) 
-.01 (BR) +.06 (SC) +.82 (MT) +.07 (BR) 

Males  
Discriminant Score = 

+.28 (Tracking Performance) +.09 (Digit Span) +.28 (Patterned Pressing) 
-.10 (AACL Score) - .02 (Anxiety Differential Score) +.45 (SSS Score) 
-.08 (BR) +.73 (Sc) +.28 (MT) +.09 (BR) 

scores (discriminant scores) so as to maximize the suin of squares between 

criterion groups (s exposed to differing stimuli) relative to the sums 

of squares within criterion groups (s exposed to the same stimuli). 

Because the functions provide a weighted sum of raw scores, the respective 

weights are adjusted to accommodate differences in variances among the 

original measures as well as overlapping univariate discrimination among 

the predictors in the traditional multiple-regression sense (Morrison, 

1968). These adjustments can obscure the amount of total multivariate 

discrimination lodged in each predictor. An estimate of the contri-

bution of the original variables to the discriminant-function variable 

unaffected by these adjustments is their correlation with the discriminant 

scores (Veldman, 1967, p. 275). Table VII presents these correlations 
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for each of the 3 computed discriminant functions. 

Table VII 

Correlations Between Original Variables 
and Discriminant Scores 

Variable 

Tracking 

Digit Span 

Patterned Pressing 

AACL 

Anxiety Differential 

SSS 

HR 

SC 

MT 

RR 

Mean Discriminant 
Score 

Males and Females' 
(Combined Data)  

.02 

-.18 

- . 08 

• 16 

• 23 

• 93 

-.22 

.09 

38 

- . 14 

Stimuli 
Homi- Upside-
cide Down 
Victims Males 

.87 .57 

Females 

.36 

89 

-.12 

-.12 

.42 

-.13 

Stimuli 
Homi- Upside-
cide Down 
Victims Males 

.09 -.82 

Males 

.05 

• 15 

• 20 

-.27 

- .11 

.67 

-.49 

40 

.06 

-.13 

Stimuli 
Homi- Upside-
cide Down 
Victims Males 

-3.34 -4.53 

As indicated in Table VII, higher average discriminant scores were 

associated with Ss exposed to the stressor stimuli, hence high positive 

correlations imply higher predictor scores than those for Ss exposed to 

the non-stressor stimuli while high negative correlations imply lower 
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predictor scores than those for Ss exposed to the non-stressor stimuli. 

The directions of the means presented in Table VIII agree with those 

directions suggested by the correlations in Table VII. Subjects exposed 

to stressor stimuli had significantly higher average scores on the SSS 

whether male or female. Female Ss exposed to the stressor stimuli had 

significantly higher average AACL, Anxiety Differential and MT scores and 

significantly lower average digit-span scores, while males exposed to the 

stressor stimuli had a near significantly lower average HR-decrease 

score. 

Correlations among the predictors were calculated across Ss within 

criterion groups , and averaged. These correlations were used to form 

the correlation matrices presented in Table IX permitting identification 

of predictor measures exceeding their univariate discriminability in 

contributing to the multivariate discriminant function by virtue of their 

relationship to other predictors. For example, it was possible for 2 

univariate predictors to enhance group separation because of their 

bivariate configuration if their correlation within criterion groups 

were opposite in sign to the correlation between their criterion-group 

means (Hake, 1966). It was also possible for a univariate predictor 

with equal means between criterion groups to contribute to separation 

along the discriminant axis by virtue of a negative within-criterion-

group correlation with a "good" univariate predictor (Davies, 1970). 

Generally, contributions to the discriminant functions indicated in Table 

VII followed the predictors' univariate discrimination as reflected in 

the F ratios of Table VIII. Contributions of SC for the males and 

patterned pressing for the females may have been slightly increased by 
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Univariate F Ratios 

Measure 

Males and Females Females 

Means 
F P Homi- Up- F P Homi- Up- F P Homi- Up-

cide side- cide side- cide side-
Vic- Down Vie- Down Vic Down 
tims Males tims Males tims Males 

Males 

Means Means 

Tracking <1 .66 .65 <1 .63 .64 <1 .69 .68 

Digit Span <1 5.15 5.45 4.67 .037 5.09 5.93 <1 5.21 4.97 

Patterned Pressing <1 2.48 2.54 2.65 .111 2.28 2.52 <1 2.68 2.55 

AACL <1 11.84 11.21 4.15 .048 12.92 10.72 1.02 .323 10.76 11.70 

Anxiety Differential 1.48 .227 73.77 70.12 3.55 .067 77.92 69.13 <1 69.62 71.11 

SSS 40.88 <.001 3.43 1.70 55.57 <.001 3.73 l.44 7.33 .011 3.13 1.96 

HR 1.37 .245 77.45 80.37 <1 82.58 84.94 3.53 .067 72.36 75.80 

SC <1 1.57 1.49 <1 1.24 1.38 2.32 .135 1.89 1.60 

MT 4.36 .039 .89 .86 5.01 .032 .90 .85 <1 .87 .86 

RR <1 6.14 6.33 <1 5.98 6.19 <1 6.30 6.48 
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Table IX 

Correlation Matrices 

Males and Females 
Trac- Dig.Pat. AACL Anx, SSS HR SC MT HR 
king Sp. Pr. Dif.  

Tracking 
Digit Span 
Patterned Pressing 
AACL 
Anxiety Differential 
SSS 
HR 
SC 
MT 
RR 

-.09 .02 .09 -.01 
- .21 -.18 -.30 

-.08 .04 
46 

-.04 
-. 11 
.08 
.32 
.34 

-.25 .23 
-.09 .03 
-.13 .25 
.06 -.25 
.23 -.25 
.01 -.06 

-.24 

- . 03 
-.04 
-.14 
.06 
11 

.06 
-.01 
-.18 

.01 
-.21 
• 19 
.04 
19 

.04 
• 00 

-.22 
-.21 

Tracking 
Digit Span 
Patterned Pressing 
AACL 
Anxiety Differential 
SSS 
HR 
Sc 
MT 
RR 

Females 

Trac- Dig-Pat. AACL Anx. SSS HR SC MT RR 
king Sp. Pr. Dif.  

-.25 .03 .13 -.0]. -.05 -.13 .39 -.02 .03 
-.08 -.18 -.22 .07 -.26 .03 .10 -.11 

.09 .03 .58 .04 .04 .34 -.04 
.26 .18 -.01 .25 -.07 -.07 

.27 .22 -.40 .12 .29 
.09 -.06 .09 -.08 

-.11 .04 -.02 
-.12 -.25 

- . 22 

Tracking 
Digit Span 
Patterned Pressing 
AACL 
Anxiety Differential 
SSS 
HR 
SC 
MT 
RR 

Males 

Trac- Dig-Pat. AACL Anx. SSS HR SC MT RR 
king Sp. Pr. Dif.  

.03 -.03 .15 .05 
-.32 -.10 -.31 

-.09 .23 
51 

.01 
-.10 
-.10 
.34 
33 

-.11 
- . 06 
.07 
.03 

- .01 
03 

-.12 .04 -.14 
.01 -.06 -.22 
.26 -.15 .31 
.12 .04 .16 
.14-.16 .16 
.05 -.15 .10 
.38 -.34 .02 

- . 12 - . 30 
-.35 
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their relationship to HR and the SSS, respectively. For the males, SC 

and HR were positively correlated within criterion groups while the 

directions of their criterion-group-mean differences were opposite. The 

same configuration obtained for patterned pressing and the SSS for 

females. 

Table IX does not indicate consistent correlations between individual 

measures in the subsets designated "behavioral," "physiological," and 

Itsubjective across sexes. Substantial correlations between SC and HR 

and the AACL and Anxiety Differential were restricted to the correlation 

matrix for males. Only the correlation matrix for the females displayed 

substantial correlations between measures of different subsets. Skin 

conductance correlated substantially with the Anxiety Differential (in a 

negative direction) and only slightly with the more "direct" subjective 

measures, the SSS and AACL, while the tracking task was the only 

behavioral measure appreciably correlating with SC. 
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XII. Discussion 

Correlations between the original measures and the discriminant-

function scores indicated that the Subjective Stress Scale accounted for 

a substantial proportion of variance in each set of discriminant-function 

scores. The immediacy of measurement after each stimulus offset 

associated with the current use of the scale, along with adjective scale 

values tailored to the experimental subject sample, may have contributed 

to the scale's discriminating power. A source of decreased sensitivity 

with subjective measures of stress, recognized for some time (cf. 

Mordkoff, 1964), has been the temporal delay between the S's confrontation 

of a stressor and registration of the subjective response. Sensitivity 

of subjective measures seems to have been enhanced when, as in Mordkoff's 

study and in the current study, immediacy of measurement has been 

increased by obtaining scores during brief interludes in stimulus 

presentation. In many experimental studies of stress, subjective 

measures have not been obtained during stimulus presentation while 

physiological measures have usually been continuously monitored. When 

physiological and subjective measures have not been in agreement, the 

researcher may have been inclined to give greater weight to the physio-

logical data in drawing conclusions from his results. In the present 

study, the mathematical contribution to the discriminant functions on the 

part of the SSS, administered during stressor presentation, exceeded 

the contributions of the physiological measures. Moreover, unlike the 

physiological measures, the SSS's contribution to criterion-group 

separation was consistent across sexes. 
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While increased MT was the main physiological contributor to the 

discriminant function for females, electrodermal and cardiac responses 

were the prime phrsiological contributors for males. Greater cardiac 

responsiveness to aversive visual stimuli on the part of males has 

been reported elsewhere by Hare et al. (1971) while Geer and Klein-(1969), 

using female Ss, failed to find significant cardiac responsiveness to 

aversive visual stimuli. The contrast between males and females on SC 

paralleled previous findings of greater conductance increase to electric-

shock stress for males than for females (Kimmel & Hill, 1961). The 

tendency toward reduced stress response on the subjective measures for 

males may be associated with a general reluctance on the part of males 

to admit vulnerability to stress. Males may have been less reluctant 

to report stress in the initial study as reference to subjects' experiences 

of stimuli was cast as a source of information for "intellectual" judg-

ments about the effects of stimulus presentation. Instructions in the 

second study based subjective responses directly on the subject's report 

of his own experience. The larger contributions to the discriminant 

function by subjective measures for females, along with results from 

the overall multivariate and univariate analyses of variance, would 

seem to be in line with Gray's (1971) conclusions regarding sex differences 

in fearfulness--that females generally exhibit greater fear including 

verbal reports of fear. 

Limitations in generalizability of experimental results across 

differing modes of response to aversive stimuli have been previously 

pointed out by Lang (1968; 1970). Possibly, additional considerations 

of constraint in generalizability associated with sex of Ss may be in 
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order. These considerations would appear to increase in importance 

when it is observed that subject samples in laboratory studies of fear 

have been predominated by one sex (usually females), especially when the 

nature of research has based selection of subjects on heightened animal 

fears according to the Fear Survey Schedule (e.g. Geer, 1966; McLemore, 

1972). 

The preliminary analyses of covariance on the individual measures 

suggested that correct adjustment for pre-stressor performance may 

vary between sexes, at least for some measures of stress. Results from 

the covariance analyses also called into question the efficiency of 

the "post-minus-pre" difference score method of adjustmentof stress 

indices, as the assumption of a unit regression coefficient implied by 

this method (Kirk, 1968, p. 487), was generally not well approximated in 

the current data. 

Perhaps one of the more striking features of this study was the 

apparent utility of discriminant function analysis as a promising method 

of describing variation in multivariate stress response across sexes. 

As individual discritninánt functions vary according to the univariate 

separation and within-criterion-group correlations among the constituent 

predictors, obtained differences in the discriminant linear response 

models might be viewed as a "summary" of variation in multivariate 

configurations across designated subject samples. An extension of 

the approach to other sources of variation, including personality traits, 

may be of help in the further mapping of modes of variation in stress 

reaction. 
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APPENDIX I 

Subjective Stress Scale 

Adjective : Scale Value 

Wonderful . 15 

Comfortable .56 

Didn't bother me 1.06 

Timid 2.05 

Unsafe 3.05 

Nervous 3.20 

Panicky 4.85 


